. Replicate sequence identifiers. This table provides details of the sequence identifiers for the replicate sequences studied, including SRA sample identifiers for each sequence. Isolates ending in _p1, _p2, etc indicate that these replicates were made from the same numbered pool of DNA. Table S2 . Genes with gene differences identified amongst replicate sequencing of the same isolates, using assemblies made with SPAdes.
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Supplementary figure
Figure S1. Observed differences using hash-cgMLST based on SPAdes assemblies in 272 replicate sequence pairs, before (panel A) and after (panel B) excluding 15 genes with high rates of mis-assembly or without SPAdes read correction (panel C). Pairs of sequences known to have been obtained from the same pool of DNA are shown in dark blue. Where information was unavailable on whether the same pool of DNA was used or a fresh DNA extract was made from the same isolate, this is shown in light blue. 
